History
Topics: What makes an elite athlete?
What should I already know?
•

The UK is in the continent of Europe Y1

•

There are seven continents, including Y2

•

Events that occur in the past can be put in ordered Y1

•

A time line is used to order events in chronological
order Y2

•

We can use books to research events and significant
people from the past (sources) Y2

Year 2

Strand: Significant people and events

Who does a time line show?
A timeline is a tool that organizes information. It is used to describe the order
in which events happened.

Vocabulary
Olympics

The Olympia Where the Olympics was first held
Olympic
Torch

Special flame that is lit and is kept
alight throughout the Games

Ancient

Belonging to the very distant past and
no longer in existence

Zeus

An Ancient Greek God, the Olympics
were held in honor of him

Continents

A large land mass separated from other land

Past

Time before now, referring to things
that have happened

How are events compared?
What is the history of the Olympic games?
The Olympic games have been around for centuries, dating all the way
back to 776 BC. Beginning in Olympia, Elis, many gathered to watch
the Olympics take place.

In history we can compare significant
events by looking at ‘then’ and ‘now’.

14 countries
represented

Then

International sporting event every 4
years

competitions

206 countries
represented

Now
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How has athletics changed other time?

Tennis used to be played at a much slower pace, with
more points won at the net after a succession of volleys
rather than through power

Just like skating, rowing actually began as a means of
transportation, with organized racing beginning in the
180 years ago!

Key facts about the Olympics

What skills am I developing?

•

The Olympics started in Ancient Greece.

•

The different city states would compete against
each other.

•

They are held every 4 years now.

To research events in the past using
secondary sources such as books

•

The 5 rings of the Olympic flag, represent the 5
continents, Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia and
the America’s – linked together through friendship.

To sequence key events in chronological order

•

The Olympic flame is lit at the Olympia in
Greece and then travels to the host nations
where the Olympics are being held.

•

There is a Winter and a Summer Olympics

To discuss significant changes in the
nations history

To ask questions to learn more
about the past
To compare and contrast events in
the past and explain key changes
that occurred overtime

Significant athletes from the past

The first recorded high jump event took place in Scotland
around 200 years ago. The technique for jumping has
changed a lot overtime.

Where will my learning take me next?

I will learn to identify different periods of history on a time line Y3

I will learn to locate countries within the 7 continents
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Y3

In 1988, the world was inspired by a surprising Olympic
story. For the Calgary Winter Olympics, Jamaica sent its
very first bobsled team. The weather in Jamaica is very
warm so many were surprised that people living in a
warm climate wanted to compete in winter Olympics. The
team are well known for their perseverance and resili-
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